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The purposes of the Society are to:
(a) Conduct primary research of the marine ecosystems of Clayoquot Sound;
(b) Establish long term monitoring of the marine life unique to Clayoquot Sound;
(c) Support researchers in related studies;
(d) Promote public awareness of the marine environment in Clayoquot Sound; and
(e) Encourage public involvement in marine research in Clayoquot Sound.
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Nitinat visits Strawberry Isle

Image: K. Palm

FORWARD
What follows is the annual report by Rod Palm, the Principal Investigator with Jessica
Edwards, Research and Administrative Assistant of Strawberry Isle Marine Research
Society (SIMRS). We want to keep the membership, scientific advisors, public, corporate,
and private sponsors abreast of SIMRS’ ongoing works. From reading this report, you
will see that all these significant projects makes your backing well worthwhile. We
hope that you feel as good about our accomplishments over the last year as we do and
we look forward to your continued support and input.
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2014 Principal Investigators Report – Rod Palm
Climate change, global warming, natural cycles, El Nino, Subarctic current,
pollution – It’s too complex for me but changes to the marine environment here in
Clayoquot while anecdotal, they are obvious to a naturalist’s eye. Whale watch
skipper Peter Schulze reported that the Snake Pit short-cut through the reefs on
the outside of Vargas Island is normally shore to shore (except where the boats
propellers have carved a trail) Bull Kelp is now but a scattering of plants. It quickly
dawns on me that the same is true here in the channel between Strawberry Island
and Marina West. Sea stars all over the province are succumbing to a deadly virus
coined as wasting disease that is also evident in our waters. Matt Williams, living
Indian Island, points out that he is seeing a surge of Bay Mussels overriding the
barnacles on his beach and boat. It’s interesting that we had already noticed the
same while mapping in the bay and recovering abandoned crab traps and other
found rubble. The annually used skating lake behind Kakawis hasn’t frozen solid
enough for use in many years. Since 2013, the summertime water clarity has been
remarkably high - lack of runoff nutrition/plankton?
All this has prompted us to beef up our constitutional mandate to establish
long term monitoring of the marine life peculiar to Clayoquot Sound. We started in
2014 by remapping the eelgrass meadows in Grice Bay to see what changes may
have taken place over the last 14 years (see page 8). This mapping was successfully
implemented via a kayak for following the grass’s periphery with GPS in hand.
We also up graded our volunteer base with some new keeners who allowed
us to complete 3 months of benthic core sampling in Grice Bay for comparison to
the coring we did 14 years previously (see page 9). The purpose of this was to
compare the volume of biomass available to the sediment plowing Gray Whales
who have not actually utilized the bay since 2000.
Grice Bay has long been of interest to us as it is a significant ecosystem for
many species such as Dungeness Crab, the protective eelgrass corridor for the
Coho Salmon leaving Kootowis Creek, a sustainable fishing area for several Harbour
Seals, a periodic feeding ground for Gray Whales and here’s Adrian Dorst to tell
you about the migrant and wintering birds, “The most important feeding area for
Whimbrels in the province, very important for Buffleheads and of some importance
for loons, grebes, Trumpeter Swans, Canada Geese, Common Goldeneye, Greater
Scaup, Mergansers, Short-billed Dowitchers and Greater Yellowlegs.”
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As projected, for the first time in several years we took on a full time summer
school student in the person of able second-year UBC student Gwendolyn Griffiths
who made all our projected and new projects possible.
A major project that dropped on Gwen’s shoulders was the GIS mapping of
20+ years of Killer Whale (KW) offshore movements that extends our past mapping
of Clayoquot Sound’s inner and adjacent near coastal waters. This project was
expanded to include, not only the mammal eating Biggs KWs but also the salmon
eating Resident and the shark eating Offshore cultures. This mapping was built
into an informative poster that was approved by John Ford of the Pacific Biological
Station (PBS) in Nanaimo.
We supplemented the ongoing Cedar Street outfall sounding program with
monitoring dissolved oxygen and salinity at the surface, mid water and at the
bottom The concern here was around oxygen levels at depth around the outlet
during peak summer use but as it turned out, there were no readings of concern.
The powerful currents on site in this narrow channel seem to be pretty much
keeping the bottom clean and there was no visible evidence of accumulating effluent.
Ninety three days of KW movement and ID images were forwarded to
Jared Towers at PBS. Thirty one days of Humpback and Gray Whale identification
images were forwarded to Dr. Jim Darling of The Pacific Wildlife Foundation; Sea
Otter records and images were sent to Linda Nichol and tangled/mortality marine
mammals to Lisa Spaven both at PBS; sea lion brands went to Pat Gearing of
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; wolf images and sightings went
to Parks Canada. We consider ourselves to be a kind of clearing house where any
useful marine information sent to us is forwarded to whoever, in the research
community, can beneficially put it to use in their studies.
Our projected works for 2015 include GIS mapping the benthic biomass
habitat in Grice Bay, establishing a sea star monitoring program relevant to the
wasting disease virus and quantifying the density of Bull Kelp in select areas where
it has been seen to be less dense than is normal.
We will also be bringing aboard a year-round part time staff person to take
considerable load off my plate and to help expand our field work, education programs
and volunteer base in order to take our society to an even more productive level
Ever onwards...Rod
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Kakawin (Orcinus orca) – Background

2014 Summary

Killer Whales, or by the Nuu-chah-nulth name Kakawin as we
prefer to address them, are cosmopolitan with many cultures throughout
the world. As with us, they may also have physical characteristics that
are somewhat diagnostic to their culture. Their methods of gathering
food are specific to their environment and food preference. Here is a
very brief thumbnail of the Killer Whales we have in the pacific north
west:
Residents who target on salmon, generally Chinook, may have
fancier saddle patch marking and slightly more curved dorsal fins. They
tend to talk a lot.
Offshores – little is known of this seldom seen culture. They seem to
be a bit shorter with more ragged fins and severely worn teeth. It’s been
found that they predate on sharks whose calcious scales are likely responsible for the worn teeth.
Bigg’s (formerly called Transients) – these are the animals who we
see most frequently here in Clayoquot and who are the focus of our monitoring. Mammals such as seals, sea lions, porpoises dolphins, otters
and the odd bird – just for fun – are their preference. They may have
straighter dorsal fins and seem to be thicker through the body. The known
range of these whales was extended by our study, when in July 1992, we
photographed three animals who normally frequent the waters of California. Since then, many others have been identified in BC coastal waters.
This research evolved after several years of taking killer whale photo
IDs for Dr. Michael Bigg, who came up with the concept that individual
kakawin could be distinguished by photo ID. It soon became apparent
that a lot more whales were spending a lot more time and using a lot more
locations in Clayoquot Sound than was previously suspected. This
prompted us to launch our society on January 1, 1991 as a platform for a
more serious monitoring and recording program. The results of this work
are forwarded to Jared Towers (mentored by Graeme Ellis) who, at the
Pacific Biological Centre, provides a centre for recording the movements
of all Killer Whales from Alaska to California.
Our Killer Whale work is done under permit with the Federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans.

As can be seen in the chart below, 2014 has continued the trend that started in 2009,
when the numbers of days of visitation in Clayoquot jumped by about 25%, from around 60 to
around 80 days throughout each year. In 2014 we recorded 25 gangs for a total of 91 individual
animals identified. Although this number is less than 2013 with 30 gangs and 111 individuals; in
2014 we had a record of 93 days of visitation as compared to 84 days in 2013.
There were 16 animals we had not previously recorded as having visited Clayoquot
Sound. Of note we are happy to report that T041A2 otherwise known as Tree has survived its
first year! Born in the summer of 2013, we saw Tree on five separate occasions from May to
late August of 2014. We also saw two new animals which are thought to be quite young if not
born in 2014; T050B2 and T068C4. T050B had a calf (T050B1) in 2013 and T068C’s previous
calf (T068C3) was born in 2012. It is thought that females have roughly a period of three years
between calves; however, with such a high mortality rate some mothers will go five years
without a viable calve.
Another of our newcomers happens to be a long distance traveller. T132 otherwise
known as CA20 and AO10, is quite unique as not many animals have both a Californian and
Alaskan designation. T132 is estimated to be 47 years old.

Killer Whale annual visitation
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Note: 1991’s number may be low as this was the year that our reporting network underwent
considerable expansion, so is not considered in calculating average annual visitation.
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Grice Bay benthic biomass- Background

2014 Summary

Grice Bay has been a sporadically occupied juvenile gray whale feeding
ground since the earliest recording in 1977 when a lone young animal spent 2
summer months gouging out mouthfuls of the bottom and sifting out the
sediment in order to retain the biomass - primarily the Ghost Shrimp,
Neotrypaea californiensis (formerly Callianassa californiensis) and the soft
shell clams, Cryptomya californica. While the Gray Whales did appear to feed
in Grice Bay with some regularity through to the year 2000, as seen in the
table to the right, there has not been an notable visitation since then.
In May of 1995, with the guidance of Dr. Jim Darling, we started a
seven year monthly monitoring of sub bottom organisms in the Bay. Core
samples were taken every month by divers using an airlift. The core was 13cm
in diameter by 20cm deep, after the sediment was extracted the sample was
then pushed through a 1mm mesh plankton net. The remaining sample was
sorted into the different phyla, counted, and biomass volumes were measured.
Unidentified specimens were shipped to taxonomist Dr. Ken Low for
identification.

In the summer of 2014, we returned to Grice Bay and collected core samples
in May, June, and July. The method of extracting the core samples was a little different;
instead of using a diver, Gwen and Lily used the same core sampler and collected
them from a row boat and kayak. The sample was then pushed through a 1mm
plankton net as before and each specimen was counted measured and sorted by
phylum. The results of the 2014 ghost shrimp coring project show, when compared to
other years during the same months (May, June, and July), that there was a rise in the
number and volume of the Ghost Shrimp present; whereas, the average length appears
to remain fairly consistant throughout. While the cause of this expansion in population
is unknown, it could be due to a reduction in predation by the Gray Whales. In the
summer of 2015 the outer periphery of the Ghost Shrimp habitat will be re-mapped to
see if there have been any changes in habitat size.
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Whale grazing in Grice Bay
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Gwendolyn Griffths and Lily Burk counting Ghost Shrimp
Image: Rod Palm
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Number, average length, and volume of Ghost Shrimp (Neotrypaea californiensis) for the months of May, June,
and July. 1997-2001 and 2014.

Grice Bay Eelgrass- Background

2014 Summary

To compliment the Ghost Shrimp research in 2000 SIMRS mapped the
rich nutrient cycling eelgrass (Zostera spp.) meadows present in Southern
Clayoquot Sound. Eelgrass is a very important ecosystem. It supports and
shelters many different fish and invertebrates, not to mention the many different
migratory birds that feed directly on the eelgrass or on the animals living in it. In
total we mapped 560 hectares of healthy eelgrass via a powered vessel,
rowboat, and on foot. Southern Clayoquot Sound is thought to have the largest
eelgrass meadow on the west coast of Vancouver Island.
In 2014, after 14 years SIMRS remapped the eelgrass meadows of
Grice Bay using a kayak, in order to determine if it had changed in size.

In 2000, the eelgrass meadow was found to be 1,626,716 m2. In 2014 the
same meadow was re-mapped and found to be 1,980,063 m2 , the map below
shows the expansion of the meadow by approximately 21% or 353,347 m2.
While there are several variables, It’s interesting to note that, in 2000,
sections of the shallow periphery have become a grass barren. On the other
hand, there is a large deeper periphery area along with a long runoff channel that
now has grass where it didn’t exist in 2000.
One of the factors to consider in this investigation is that Vancouver Island’s
west coast is being wedged up out of the sea by the Juan de Fuca plate at, what
is to me, an alarming rate of around 3mm/year. Could this have been enough to
raise the upper periphery above the grass’ acceptable living conditions? How
about accumulated runoff from Kootowis Creek that created the delta in the first
place?

Eelgrass Meadow 2000
Eelgrass Meadow 2014

Gwendolyn Griffiths mapping the eelgrass meadow in Grice Bay.
Image: Rod Palm
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Sea Otters (Enhydra lutris) – Background

2014 Summary

These animals were hunted out on the West Coast over 200 years ago and
were unknown in the area until 89 animals were transplanted from Alaska to the Bunsby
Islands between 1969 and 1972. The Bunsbys are 90 nautical miles up the coast from
Tofino. This population has fanned out to the present where we see the otters making
a big time comeback.
The first reliable report in Clayoquot came on July 1997 when Peter Schulze
called in a lone animal at Siwash Point. Since then, numbers of reports grew slowly
until 2000. At this point, growth accelerated until 2007 when we had 207 days of
occupation. As reports came in for every month in 2007–2009, we felt it was safe to
say that we have a year-round population of sea otters.
The larger groupings (rafts) of otters have been interesting to follow. From first
sighting in 1997-1999, only one or two animals were reported. In early April of 2000,
a raft of about 37 otters was reported at Rafael Point; this raft was regularly seen
between Rafael and Siwash Points up to mid-July. In 2001, same place, same time,
the raft was back; this time they only hung around until mid-June. From 2002–2003
they moved east to Cow Bay. In mid-February of 2004, a record raft of about 60
showed up yet further east, at Ahous Bay; they only stayed together until late March
whereupon they spread out into smaller groups in the surrounding (within 3 miles) kelp
parches. They remained happy with this area right through to November and for
another summer and a half after. Late June of 2006 they moved back West to Bartlett
Island and the surrounding area where they stayed until late October. Now this is
interesting, 2 weeks later a raft of about 65 otters showed up further west at the
Garrard Group where they were seen for a couple of weeks. This brings us to around
the time we started getting scattered reports all through the year.
2007 was a bounce around year for the large rafts. In early March we were
surprised to see a raft of about 40 otters in the comparatively sheltered waters of
Calmus Pass on the inside of Vargas Island; late March found them back in Cow Bay
where they stayed about a week; early April it’s Sea Otter Rocks; in late April it’s
Monks Islet; May 12 it’s Sea Otter Rocks again; May 13 finds them at Plover Reefs;
May 14 – Siwash Point; May 19 – back to Monks; May 21 they’re back at Calmus.
Suffice to say that this bouncing around continued until late June when as many as 100
were reported most regularly in the Bartlett Island area.

On June 2nd, the adventure tourists aboard the whale watch vessel
“Close Encounters 2” was treated to, or perhaps embarrassed, to come upon
an XXX rated live performance of the otter’s mating ritual. This is a lively drawn
out affair on and off over several days with much snarling, screaming, and rolling
about as the male struggles to get control of the female. Otter fur is a very
loose fitting coat allowing the female to evasively squirm around inside it leaving
not much for the male to firmly grip than the ladies nose that ends up with
obvious scarring. The gestation period is roughly six to seven months and the
new born pup is dependent on its mom for about six months.

Pup hanging out on its mom’s belly

Image: Randy Frank

Gray Wolves (Canis lupus) – Background

2014 Summary

In the early spring of 2007, Parks Canada contracted us to log any wolf sightings our
wildlife reporting network might encounter. As we had actually started this task in 2006, it was
an easy matter to add a few fields (time of day, tide height, GPS locations, etc.) to our existing
data set.
Here’s Project coordinator Bob Hansen [now retired] to tell you more about the project’s
inception, “The collaborative research initiative, The Wild Coast Project - Investigating the Links
between Predators, People and Landscape Dynamics, has been going on the last 3 years in
the coastal region between Port Renfrew and Estevan Point. A great deal of work has been
undertaken to pursue a better understanding of the ecology of our coastal wolves and cougar,
including how they travel and hunt on the landscape.
Extensive work is currently [carried on for 5 years] going into analyzing wolf and cougar
scat (droppings) to learn more about their diet. The picture that is emerging is that these animals
have complex foraging strategies. Deer are important but these carnivores show a high degree
of flexibility resulting in a much more diverse diet. For example the local observers reporting in
with Strawberry Isle Marine Research have documented well the foraging in the intertidal by
wolves.
The plan is to share the picture that has emerged from all of the investigative work into
carnivores, our relationship with them and the potential influences of our constantly changing
landscape. Communities or groups who are interested in learning more about the Wild Coast
Project can contact Todd Windle, Wildlife-Human Conflict Specialist at Pacific Rim National
Park Reserve at 726-7165 ext.277” We thank Parks Canada for supporting the inception of
this project.
For more info visit: http://clayoquotbiosphere.org/wildcoast-project/
Over the years as wildlife viewing, hiking and camping have been gaining popularity
here in Clayoquot, so has the acceptance of humans into the wildlife’s space. Unfortunately
this close proximity has also caused problems. Wolves in particular will get into anything with
a food scent and may become aggressive in this quest. Problems have also arisen from pets
(dogs) who are allowed to run free, away from the core of people it is with. Below guidelines
are a must for wilderness excursions; these posters are also posted at several of the more
popular campsites here in Clayoquot.
Provincial Parks guidelines are posted online at:
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks/explore/misc/wolves/wolfsaf.html

In 2014 we had 47 reported wolf sighting days spread over
every month of the year except Nov-Dec with May to Sept. being the
busiest time – likely a lot to do with the number of seasonal eyes-onthe-water reporting to us. An anomaly was 7 wide spread reports in
March that scattered from Radar Beach, Chestermans, Ahous Bay and
several at Vargas Island.
On the human/wildlife front, BC Parks Clayoquot Area Sr.
Ranger Francis Bruhwiler advises us that folks are starting to take this
seriously, “Good news is that on some occasions the wolves reacted
well to groups hazing them off by getting together and using loud noise
devices like air horns, and throwing sticks making it clear the wolf was
not welcome near the group)”, and adds that a recent dog attack on
Flores Island, “Once again ... confirmed to us that dogs are an
attractant to wolves!”

The responsibility of keeping wildlife wild, is everybody’s.
Image: Marla Barker
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Branded sea lions – Background

Sea Lion Brands 2014

In 2001, a Steller Sea Lion pup branding program was initiated off
the Oregon coast by Robin Brown from the Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife along with Bob De Long from National Marine Fisheries
Service, with the goal of monitoring long-term survival. Rogue and Orford
Reefs were the rookeries used for the branding.
Since then, several of the branded animals have been photographed
here on Long Beach Rocks, Cleland Island and Plover Reefs and deep
into Clayoquot Sound at Berryman Point.
While I don’t feel too comfortable with the intrusiveness of this
branding, we have seen no obvious evidence of infection, and the program
has added to our own knowledge of our local lions. There has never been
a branding or tagging program at Clayoquot’s sea lion haul-outs so we
have not known where these animals went to breed. In a backwards sort
of way, we now are certain that at least some of our animals go to these
two Oregon rookeries to do their thing.

2014 Summary
In 2014 we saw 10 branded animals, however only the four sightings
with accompanying photographs will be passed on to the researchers at the
University of Oregon. 235Y seen in the photo to the right is a male that was
branded as a pup in 2004 at St. Georges Reef just off of the Northern California
coast. He first showed up at long Beach a year after being born and has been
a regular visitor ever since. A first time recording for 2014 was the 13 year-old
female 42R branded as a pup in 2001 at Rogue Reef off the coast of Oregon.
We recorded no branded California Sea Lions. This is likely related to
the lack of lion haul-outs in the inlets which could be related to the drop in inlet
pilchard schools. When the lions were at Berryman Point, in the inlet, we
recorded a dozen branded lions.
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235Y at Longbeach Rocks

Image: Marla Barker

Reported entanglements in Clayoquot Sound – 2014
DATE
2014,05,10
2014,06,07
2014,06,27
2014,06,26
2014,06,25
2014,08,20
2014,09,03
2014,09,14
2014,09,14
2014,12,29

SPECIES
Steller Sea Lion
Sea Lion
Steller Sea Lion
Steller Sea Lion
Steller Sea Lion
Steller Sea Lion
Steller Sea Lion
Humpback Whale
Steller Sea Lion
Steller Sea Lion

GEAR
green flashers in mouth
flasher in mouth
flasher in mouth
tangle around neck
flasher
packing band around neck
packing band around neck
rope ground line ?
tangle around neck
tangle around neck

SITE
LBR
Cleland Island.
Cleland Island.
Long Bch. Rks
Long Bch. Rks
plover
Plover Rfs.
Rafael Pt
Plover Rfs.
Plover Rfs.

In 2014, we had one seriously entangled Humpback whale with line
(appeared to be commercial ground line) that had seriously cut into its back and
another section that appeared to have near sever the right pectoral flipper. In
spite of this, the young whale was obviously still swimming strongly. While we
opted to just monitor to see if the animal would tire, the Department of Fisheries
tasked its team who made a valiant effort and at one point a grapnel was set but
quickly lost. After a half day of stressful effort, the whale appeared to be tiring
as was the team and the sun’s daylight so the task was grudgingly aborted in
hopes that the animal could be relocated the next day; unfortunately, that was
not to be.

A distressed Humpback

Image: Jim Darling

From the start of our tangle records in 1995 to 2005 incidents of Gray
Whale entanglements were an annual tragedy but happily, we have not had one
since.
A sorry fact about marine mammal entanglement is that we humans are to
be blamed for all of them. However, on the flip side, regulation and jetsam attitudes
seem to be improving as incidents appear to be declining.
A tip of the hat to the untiring efforts of Wendy Szaniszlo, going back to
2005, there is finally in place a competent response team to come to the aid of
entangled lions. This response team is facilitated by Wendy, sanctioned by DFO,
implemented by Vancouver Aquarium’s Marine Mammal Rescue Network along
with a host of skilled volunteers.
Since its first response in 2013 the team has disentangled ten lions. After
the tangle is completed an orange tag is attached to each flipper … that is unless
the lion starts waking up and disputes the procedure.
Our society is a member of the network that keeps Wendy and company
advised of any trauma related incidents in our Clayoquot waters.

The D-tangle team in action

Image: Neil Fisher
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2014 Summary
Mortality recording – Background

Mortalities play a significant role in monitoring the marine environment. If there is something amiss out there, or if we humans have been up to no good, necropsies
are an excellent way to give evidence. Most animals we look at have died of multifaceted natural causes but on occasion we find human cause.

2014 Summary
DATE
2014,03,08
2014,05,01
2014,04,01
2014,03,30
2014,06,23
2014,06,29
2014,09,06
2014,07,08

NUMBER
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

SPECIES
Steller Sea Lion
Elephant seal
Sea Otter
Sea Otter
m-phvi
m-enlu
caau
Sea Otter

SITE
Vargas I.
Chesterman’s Beach
Roberts Pt.
Lemmens
channel between tree and vargas
between sea otter and cleland
Plover Rf.
Off Tree Island.

2014,09,10
2014,09,18
2014,09,30
2014,09,30

1
1
1
1

Sea Otter
Harbour Seal
Common Murre
Common Murre

Cleland Isl
Schindler Pt.
Russel ch.
Tofino Hr

TYPE
stranded
stranded

floater

floater

floater

CAUSE
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
shot
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown

COMMENT

shot in neck, blue tags on each hind flipper
109 on right 118 on left
missing head

A significant mortality in 2014 was the adult female sea otter found on July 8th just off Tree Island. The otter
was retrieved by Jason Fever of Remote Passages and brought to Strawberry Island for a cursory examination
carried out by Rod Palm, Shell Palm and Gwendolyn Griffiths. The examination found that the otter measuring
1.06m in length with two blue tags on the hind flippers had been shot in the right shoulder where the bullets
fragments splayed out into the neck area ripping through the jugular.
Tagging identification was given by Linda Nicole from the Pacific Biological Station, who had tagged
this individual back in May of 2010 just off of Tree Island. We recovered the Skull for preserving as an
educational tool; whiskers were forwarded to Linda Nicole for stable isotope analysis that will shed more light
on the otter’s diet.
While this sort of incident is disheartening, we’ve come a long way from the day when many animals
were randomly shot without giving it a thought.

Gwendolyn Griffiths and Shell Palm at work
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Tofino outfalls – Background
Tofino has 2 outfall pipes both terminating in Duffin Passage at a depth of 30+ metres. The pipes were laid with maximum accessible depth for a maximum cone of
dispersion as the, after grinding, human feces rises to the surface. These pipes were laid in 1985 and are in as-new condition to this day. Each has an 8" inside diameter
and is constructed of heavy gauge (series 45) Sclair pipe. Another advantage to this site is the powerful currents in the pass that scour the bottom, keeping the area clear of
negatively buoyant materials, such as washroom tissue and things that should not have been flushed in the first place.
In December of 2009, while performing the annual outfall inspection, I was stunned to find that the end port of the pipe was under about 10 metres of sand, while
a considerable section of the shoreward section of the pipe was now exposed; this indicated that a considerable amount of sand from the beach had slid down to cover
the end port of the pipe. As most of the effluent is fresh water, it was still percolating up through the sediment. This prompted our present project, in partnership with the
District of Tofino, to take weekly soundings over the end port of the pipe in order to learn how quickly a burial such as this can move in, how high the sand can build up,
how long it takes to return to normal and whether there are any meteorological factors that may trigger the movement. Since discovering the burial in Dec. 2009, over a
period of 16 weeks, we tracked the substrate as it returned to its normal level. The fear: is there a substrate level of coverage that would actually stop the flow out of
the end of the pipe causing the effluent to backup and out the manhole at Cedar Street? Due to this concern, we cut an emergency port about midway along the pipe.
It’s interesting to note that on the surface above the end port there is generally a scattering of gulls, particularly Mew Gulls, who can be seen picking tidbits out of the
water; I doubt that there are any fecal pathogens that would be of any concern to the birds. The bottom at the end port is carpeted with shoulder-to-shoulder Irish Lord sculpins
who are gorging on feces as it comes out of the pipe.
It is the hope of all involved parties that we will one day have a state-of-the-art treatment plant that would ease our conscience and be seen as a model for other
heavy rainfall communities.
2014 Summary
In 2014, we started to monitor
dissolved oxygen (DO) and salinity along with
monitoring the sediment build up. The reason
for this was to ensure that potential bacterial
build up at the endport of the pipe was not
causing a drastic drop in DO. We found that
the DO levels at the endport in 100ft of water
ranged from 7.1-9.1 mg/L, at 50ft the range
was 8.6-10.6 mg/L, and the surface ranged
from 8.5-10.2 mg/L. Different marine
organisms can withstand different levels of
DO; that being said the readings that we have
collected are above dangerous minimum
levels for benthic fish and crustaceans, which
can be as low as 1.0 mg/L.
There was also no noticeable
fluctuation in sediment encroachment over the
outlet of the pipe.
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Record numbers
The maximum number of critters seen in a single day is interesting. Our study area is from the
lower end of Long Beach at Quisitas Point to Barney Rocks at the northwest side of the entrance to Hot Springs Cove.

Transient Killer Whales
· 30+ are occasionally seen in the open ocean off Clayoquot
· most annual days of visitation was 93 days in 2014.

Humpback Whales
· 49 on October 11, 2009, spread out in groups of 1-14 from Quisitas Pt. to Hot Springs
Cove,all within 3 nautical miles of shore

Sea Otters
· in October 2007, in excess of 100 were not uncommon at Hegan Reef off Bartlett Island

California Sea Lions
· upwards of 700 animals in the spring of 2007 at Berryman Point and its adjacent waters
· this haul-out was also shared by even more Steller Sea Lions

Ocean Sun Fish
· 5 on August 19, 2005
· 5 on September 6, 2005
· all sightings were scattered in the open ocean

Brown Pelicans
· about 50 on June 15, 2006 at Cleland Island
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Build-A-Whale education program

–

Background

This program was initiated as a tool to inspire a passion for the whales and the marine
environment in all who experience it.
On August 29, 1997 a dead Killer Whale was reported drifting 17 miles offshore. It took our
Society’s small research boat eleven hours to tow the body to Strawberry Isle, with many fuel and
food deliveries from supporting whale-watching vessels.
A full necropsy was presided over by Dr. Craig Stephen, vet at Vancouver Island University,
with Graeme Ellis of the Nanaimo Biological Station, Dr. Jane Watson of Vancouver Island University
and Rod Palm from Strawberry Isle Marine Research Society in attendance. DNA analysis by
Dr. Lance Barrett-Lennard confirmed that this animal was a member of the offshore community of
Killer Whales; Graeme Ellis later confirmed that the 5.5m (18ft) female Orca’s saddle patch and
dorsal fin identified her as O120. No clear cause of death was found, though her heavily worn
teeth and thin blubber suggest that she may have been old and far removed from her home in more
southern waters; a massive cavity extending into the jaw bone may also have been a factor.
Many days of chopping, hacking, sweating and swearing and we had all the bones either
buried in the garden, hanging in the sea or boiling in a pot. After a year of bleaching in the sun,
Dominique Dupuis (Pipot) organized a crew of volunteers, who put in close to 700 hours scrubbing
the bones and treating them with several coats of a non-toxic penetrating epoxy.
Pipot and Robinson Cook created the ingenious Orca-sized framework that supports the
skeleton and shows the animal`s internal organs. The whole prop can be taken apart in 15 minutes
and fits into a small enclosed utility trailer custom made for the purpose.
On January 19, 1999, the Build-A-Whale program premiered to a general public audience
at the Green Point Amphitheatre in the Long Beach Division of Pacific Rim National Park. Following
that, presentations have inspired people at various venues, such as schools, the Rainforest
Interpretation Centre and even outdoors. Participant groups have ranged from grade one to
university-level along with Elder Hostels and the general public. In the spring of 1996, Parks
Canada negotiated with us to take the program to their Discovery Centre in the Crystal Gardens
at Victoria. This was so popular that Parks asked if they could take our whale to Hamilton,
Ontario. Orca O120 worked at Discovery Centre, HMCS Haida National Historic Site of Canada
until the fall of 2008 then in 2009 she spent 2 months at the Shaw Ocean Discovery Centre in
Sidney BC.

2014 Presentation Summary
For World Oceans Day at The Shore in Tofino, our Build-AWhale (BAW) program presented by Marla Barker and Gwendolyn
Griffiths drew a lot of attention that encouraged a number of folks to
sign on as volunteers. Other environmental presentations were also
given along with music, kids activities, a David Suzuki film and a silent
auction.
In early August, a ‘What-We-Do’ presentation, by Gwen, was
given to the University of Victoria Whale Team at Ahousaht with the
purpose of maintaining our long standing alliance.
Recognizing that the number of educational presentations has
slipped, we are already planning time frames in 2015 to remedy this.
BAW will be going in for a refit prior to seriously hitting the road to
several schools and assorted venues.

Gwen Grifiths and Marla Barker setup to present at the Shore building
Image: Marla Barker
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STRAWBERRY ISLE MARINE RESEARCH SOCIETY
Statement of Operations
Income Statement March 1, 2007 to February 28, 2015
REVENUE TO FEBRUARY 28

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

Stipends
Donations and Memberships
Fundraising
Goverment/HRDC
Miscellaneous
Grants
Government Funding
Total income

$ 19,124.00
$ 4,955.00
$
100.00

$
$
$

$ 14,235.00
$ 8,165.00

$ 16,199.00
$ 11,265.00

$ 15,995.00
$ 7,162.00

$
$

$
55.00
$ 1,000.00
$ 3,948.00
$ 27,403.00

$

$

$ 27,821.00

$ 23,235.00

$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

EXPENSES TO FEBRUARY 28
Accounting fees
Advertising and Promotion
Amortization
Boat charter and expenses
Business taxes and licenses
Computer expenses
employee salaries
Employee benefits
Food
Honorariums
Insurance, liscences and dues
Interest and bank changes
Office
Photography
Rental
Repairs and Maintenance
Sub-contracts
Supplies
Travel
Total expenses
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3,528.00
3,724.00
200.00

$ 1,800.00
$ 1,000.00
$ 26,979.00

$ 5,000.00
$ 3,000.00
$ 15,452.00

$
$
$

$

1,637.00

$

629.00

2,420.00
92.00
478.00

$

67.00

$

6,073.00

$
$
$

3,176.00
72.00
834.00

$

$
$
$
$

62.00

136.00
3,091.00
72.00
110.00

$

$
$
$
$

797.00
500.00
1,024.00
27.00

943.00
3,094.00
50.00

$

357.00

1,304.00
795.00
1,302.00
60.00

$
$

200
154

$
$
$

11,934
9,991
10,446

$

33

$

6,944

$
$

450
39,765

$
$
$
$
$
$

701
386
1,947
1,801
70
79

1,655
2,666
4
1,209
44
466
203
21,382
393
147
33,153

(4,724)

$
$

6,272
23,211

$

11,218

$
$

565
85

$
$

1,338
50

$

465

$

1,072

$

120

$

360

$

1,044

$

30

$
$
$
$

2,154
135
45
156

$
$
$

3,448
5
104

$

2,986

$
$

426
76

$
$
$
$
$

142
15,375
6
450
21,069

$
$

8,645
247

$

15,942

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

2,129

$

2,142

$

3,586

$

362.00

$

732.00

$

124

$
$

739
54

$
275.00
$ 22,700.00
$
273.00

$
$

16,820
662

$
$
$

49
15,560
39

$ 34,268.00

$

21,979

$

21,775

$
164.00
$ 26,801.00

9,785
1,400

4,050
23,904

$

$ 33,634.00

$
$

$
$

3,603

$ 19,690.00

13,293
3,646

2005

1,500
27,959

$

$ 27,365.00

$
$

2006

$
$

1,523.00
3,412.00

$
40.00
$ 17,803.00

$

1,424.00
966.00
2,349.00
553.00
61.00

14,608
4,892

$
$

$ 27,199.00

EXCESS OF REVENUE OVER EXPENDITURE

78.00

$
$

937.00
4,034.00

$ 13,953.00

$

19,729
6,730

2007

$
$

$ 13,577.00
$
576.00

Other Income
Loss on Disposal of Assets

2008

(73.00)
(386.00) $ (4,311.00) $ (6,231.00) $

1,020.00

$ (11,033.00)

$

5,980

do
References
Department of Biology, University of Victoria
Monitoring sea birds is expensive but your transects appear to be done in a very
economical and efficient way. Being based in Tofino you have the advantage of being
prepared to go to sea whenever the weather is suitable, and this is an important benefit
of your work, especially in the winter.
Monitoring sea birds, the most conspicuous marine organisms, is also an established and useful way of keeping track of physical and biological ocean processes that
affect the marine food webs that are commercially important. For example, sea birds
have routinely been used to demonstrate the effects of El Nino events on coastal and
oceanic marine systems in many parts of the world.
– Alan E. Burger, Associate Professor
Canadian Wildlife Service, Institute of Ocean Sciences
The purpose of this letter is to confirm that I have received copies of the data from
your offshore transects spanning October 1993 through March 1996. These data, that
you so generously provided, are valuable additions to the work the Canadian Wildlife
Service is continuing (on a ship-of-opportunity basis), monitoring the spatial and temporal variation in sea bird abundance of the west coast of Vancouver Island.
I have been attempting to differentiate between the ‘normal’ annual and seasonal
variability and that caused by the anomalous warm water. Having access to your data
base will undoubtedly assist me in this exercise.
– Ken Morgan, Ecosystem Biologist
Abbotsford Animal Health Centre
Thank you for forwarding the Strawberry Island Research Society 2000-2001 Year
End Report. Your group is doing some fantastic work and I am very pleased to have a
chance to collaborate with you. Our thanks to Strawberry Isle for your continued efforts to
obtain tissues for pathologic evaluation. This does provide invaluable insights into the
natural history of these animals. Kindest regards,
– Dr. Stephen Raverty, Chief Veterinarian

Fisheries and Oceans, Pacific Biological Station
This letter is sent in confirmation that Strawberry Isle Research has contributed in a significant way to ongoing long term research on Killer Whales in
the waters of the NE Pacific. They have contributed many photo-identification
pictures to the data base archived at the Pacific Biological Station, that have
helped to fill in pieces of the puzzle of Killer Whale distribution and population
dynamics. Some of the animals they have photographed have subsequently
been seen as far south as Los Angeles and others as far north as Glacier Bay.
We are trying to keep track of animals that obviously cover huge areas and so
are very dependent on many dedicated people to help us with this daunting
task. Data on feeding habits of killer whales collected by Strawberry Isle Research has helped enhance our 20 years of feeding data analysis which is
presently submitted for publication with Rod Palm as one of the authors. This
type of data takes many years to gather, but again is greatly enhanced by
contributions from other researchers.
Strawberry Isle Research has also done a tremendous job of responding
to a variety of whale strandings. All data collected has been generously shared
with other institutions.
I admire the level of cooperation and support these people have fostered in the Tofino area and would like all involved to know the support is very
much appreciated and acknowledged.
– Graeme Ellis
Pacific Biological Station
Rod, its great to see you’re maintaining a record of counts (Sea Lion) for
local sites. It’s very useful information, as DFO population surveys don’t provide fine-scale information on seasonal distribution.
– Peter Olesiuk , Piniped Biologist
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Canadian Heritage, Pacific Rim National Park Reserve
Data that contributes to how and why the whales use Grice Bay and their impacts on
the estuary will assist Park Managers in making wise decisions on habitat protection,
and utilization of this area by visitors. With long term monitoring of offshore waters a
useful measure of the changes occurring in coastal ecosystems can be documented.
This data is of value to the Parks in determining the impacts of natural or human disturbances on the shores and marine ecosystems under the stewardship of Parks Canad a.
Rod and Kechura Palm have provided Pacific Rim National Park Reserve with a
wealth of reports and data, but it is not just their data which is impressive. They have
demonstrated a high degree of concern for maintaining minimal impact on the habitats
and the animals they observe. Their enthusiasm is contagious and their eagerness to
share their knowledge has inspired visitors and park staff alike. Strawberry Isle Research
has presented their findings to Pacific Rim Elder Hostel programs, and has involved
park staff in the first hand experience of data collection and field observations. This has
enhanced the park’s ability to provide accurate, credible and up-to-date programs on the
marine environment to the public
The ethics and philosophy of Rod and Kechura Palm of Strawberry Isle Research
is exemplary. As environmental citizens they receive my admiration and greatest appreciation for their support.
– Heather Holmes, Acting Marine Ecologist
Ucluelet Secondary School
Thank you for supporting our Career Preparation program at Ucluelet Secondary
School. Work experience is a vital part of a student’s education. In order for us to offer
students a chance to explore career options, we rely on the opportunities presented by
local employers such as yourself.
The generosity that you have delivered over the last year is greatly appreciated.
The knowledge time and guidance that you have donated to our youth are invaluable.
Thank you again for your support. I look forward to working with you again in the
future.
– Carol Sedwick, Career preparation Coordinator
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BC Department of Conservation and Protection
I would like to congratulate Rod Palm and crew on a successful
disentanglement. No easy task, I’m sure.
– Ron D. Kehl, Supervisor, Port Alberni Field District
Orca Lab
Many, many thanks for this (Killer Whales T008 update). it’s really great of
you to remember our needs & timing, & what you’ve sent us is perfect!
Naeco’s story is a wonderful account of a day in you guys’ lives, so please
pass along our compliments & thanks.
– Paul & Helena Spong
Parks Canada, The Wild Coast Project
Thanks to Strawberry Isle Marine Research Society, for its dedicated
observer network and Rod Palm’s recording for a large number of these
observations (wolves).
– Bob Hansen, Project coordinator, Wildlife-Human Conflict Specialist
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HOW YOU CAN HELP
Get involved in Strawberry Isle Marine Research Society. Lend us your views and ideas.
BECOME A MEMBER TODAY!
Environmental monitoring increases in value the longer it is carried out. These works need to be financially self-supporting in order to continue and expand.
Private member levels
• $30+ annual donation - Members receive our periodic E-newsletters.
• $100+ annual donation - Private Sponsors receive our periodic E-newsletters and hard copy of the Year End Report.
• $1,000+ annual donation – Private Patrons receive the above plus all new hard copy publications.
Corporate member levels
• $1000+ annual donation – Corporate Sponsors receive logo placement and link on SIMRS website and publications. Our periodic E-newsletters and hard
copy of the Year End Report.
• $5000+ annual donation – Corporate Patrond receive the above plus all new hard copy publications.

We are a Registered Charity
BN: 890584543 RR0001
Donations can be made
•
On our website strawberryisle.org/donate
•
or snail mail:
Strawberry Isle Marine Research Society
Box 213,
Tofino, BC
V0R 2Z0
Canada
Enquires?
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info @strawberryisle.org

